CODING AND ITS IMPACT ON YOUNG MINDS
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ABSTRACT

In this technical world, everything requires a knowledge of coding. Learning to code is now the hobby of many young minds. It is important also because it trains them to face the future more confidently and bravely. As “Practice makes the man perfect” so it is important for the young minds to start their practice of coding as early as possible. Coding is all about the game played by brain. As “Rome was not built in day”, coding also requires great amount of time to develop one’s mind. Coding improves problem solving skills and this advantage lead to the birth of new education policies and rise of many websites which teach coding to young minds.
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Introduction

Coding, also called as computer programming, is the way of communicating with computers. The code we write gives instructions to a computer on what actions to take. By learning to write code, you can instruct computers to behave in a much faster way. You can use this skill to create websites, apps, etc. and do lots of other cool things.

Coding is mainly done using two types of programming languages:

1) High-level languages: These types of languages are easy to learn and understand. They can run on any platform. Some examples of high-level languages are C, C++, Java, Python, etc.

2) Low-level languages: These types of languages are difficult to understand and hardware knowledge is necessary to code using them. They are very machine-dependent. Some examples of low-level languages are machine language and assembly language.

Coding has proven to be quite beneficial in the past few years. The ability to code provides a new perspective to one’s problem-solving abilities. Research has shown that coding promotes logical thinking and increases a person’s creative thinking skills. Students who start coding from an early age have shown development in persistence and resilience. Some studies have also shown that learning to code can improve a child’s communication and math skills. There has also been a significant increase in demand for coding-related jobs. Coding can also be useful at jobs one might not expect. Many businessmen have said that coding helped them improve their business in many ways.

Research Methodology

To understand the different perspectives of people on this topic, we decided to conduct an online survey. As we, the authors of this research paper are currently pursuing our engineering degree from RCOEM, Nagpur, Maharashtra, we decided to share it in our college and our respective schools and got responses from teachers as well as students. We received a little over 100 responses and we used them to create various charts for better understanding. Our main focus was to see the views of people of different age groups on this topic and learn about their coding journey too.

Following steps were taken for undertaking the survey:

- We decided to reach out to the students and teachers from various schools and colleges for our survey.
• We created a Google form for our survey.

• We added different questions related to their coding journey and their views on our main topic. We asked them to give their honest opinion on this matter and tell us what they really feel.

• After the google form was created, we used various online sources like WhatsApp, Twitter, Telegram, Instagram, LinkedIn for reaching out to the students for responses.

• After collecting the responses, we analyzed the data with the help of pie charts, line, graphs, etc. which are some features provided by Google forms.

**Result of survey**

**Q1) According to you what should be the appropriate age to start coding?**

- 8-12 years: 16%
- 13-16 years: 26%
- 17 years and above: 58%

More than half of the people suggested that students should start coding from an early age of 8-12 years.

**Q2) When did you started your coding journey?**

- 8-12 years: 15%
- 13-16 years: 22%
- 17 years and above: 61%
- Do not code: 1%

We learned that a huge percentage of them started coding after 17 years of age but almost every one of them stated in the subjective question that they would have liked to start earlier but couldn’t as they did not know at that age
what coding was. Even though only 1% of them started at the age of 8-12 years, a lot of them stated that it would have been better if they had started from an early age too.

Q3) Do you think coding is too complex for the children under 12 years of age?

![Pie chart showing the responses to Q3]

- Yes: 65%
- No: 20%
- Maybe: 15%

Q4) Do you think schools are doing right thing by adding coding subjects in their curriculum?

![Pie chart showing the responses to Q4]

- Yes: 75%
- No: 20%
- Maybe: 5%

Majority of the people agreed that coding subjects should be added in the curriculum of schools. Even though some disagreed and said that it should be optional, even they thought teaching how to code in some basic languages would be beneficial.
Q5) Do you think coding improves creativity?

Almost everyone agreed to this and even shared some personal experiences.

This survey clearly brought out the views people had related to our topic. The ones who disagreed to some questions clearly stated why they had different perspectives and we were able to understand their arguments. This survey also helped us showcase ours and other student’s views in this paper and gave us a clearer outlook on this topic.

Discussion

Why coding is important for children?

1. It helps children learn the technique of problem solving-
   Coding helps in the development of mind. Coding helps children learn a skill of problem solving so that they can handle their own problems effectively without depending on anyone. It also helps them give them a chance to know how IT engineers and Software enthusiast handle the tough coding parts.

2. It helps them learn how to tackle a challenge and get flexible-
   Coding problems become challenging as level goes up. Everything level of coding helps children learn something new and unique. Also, it helps them to gain more flexibility. They also learn that failure is good thing in one way as it helps them learn from their mistake which they can avoid in the future.

3. It enhances their creativity-
   Coding helps children to build confidence. Once they become confident, the creative ideas start blooming in their mind. These creative ideas help them build something new which is their original work.

4. Computer Programming is the need of future-
   Computer Programming is the future of the world. Almost everything requires the knowledge of programming. To develop programming skills, it requires practice and time. The early they start practicing, their skills will improve more with time.

5. Lack of eligible Programmers-
   Another reason is the lack of the eligible programmers. Some programmers are not much aware of the problem that persist in the company. The reason is either they lack some skills of programming or they don’t have much idea of the current situation. As many children start practicing the coding, the need of the programmers required in the future will get decreased.

6. Coding helps in the academics-
   Coding helps in the improvement of academics of children. As mathematics is the required skill in coding and also most children have a Math Phobia, with coding their skill of mathematics will get improved.
How coding helps in the development of mind?


Another study was performed by the scientist of University of Passau, Germany Carnegie Mellon University, USA, Georgia Institute of Technology, USA, Leibniz Inst. for Neurobiology Magdeburg, Germany, Metop Research Institute, Magdeburg, Germany, University of Magdeburg, Germany.

These scientists performed the fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) on the brain of the programmers. The results were based on

- **Middle frontal gyrus** responsible for attention, language, and memory
- **Middle temporal gyrus** responsible for semantics
- **Inferior parietal lobule** and **Inferior frontal gyrus** responsible for memory
- **Inferior frontal gyrus** responsible for language, and memory
- **Entire left hemisphere of the cerebral cortex** responsible for logic

They found differences between a programmer’s brain and non-programmer’s brain. They found that programmers’ brain work totally in different directions. Their mind is always busy with the ideas of coding, and this helps in the development of creativity. Programmers are able to handle multiple tasks at the same time quite effectively than others. They also found that once a programming language has been learned then it all depends on the brain which how the solution of the problem is being implemented. Also, the memory improves more when one solves the problem offline and then use the computer to execute it.
The above statistics shows the part of the brain most affected depending on the type of programming language one has learnt. It shows that the people who know python have higher and more improved brain levels than those who know ScratchJr.

This is how coding helps in the development of one’s mind.

Now if the child starts learning to code at early age his memory will start becoming sharp. The parts of the brain discussed above will start developing with time and till the time he/she will be much more confident of getting a good job. The decision making, facing the failures and problem solving skills will be much more better than those children who didn’t start to code yet. It will raise the level of completion in a healthy way in the future. These coding lovers may start their own start-ups which will definitely lead to the increase in employment rates in a healthy way.

The government considering the above reasons came up with new policies in the education system.

**New Education Policy 2020 (NEP)**

The Ministry of Education has introduced New Education Policy that aims at introducing coding and increasing exposure to technology at early age, which will help them acquire important technical skills.

The New Education policy was approved by NDA government, the announcement was made at the press conference held by Education Ministry in the presence of Union Minister Prakash Javdekar and Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’. Anita Karwal, school education secretary, said that “students of class 6th and onwards will be taught coding as a part of 21st century skill”.

According to NEP, having coding in the curriculum for students of 11 years or more will help them adapt to the future of technology. This will create a strong base for coding and help them to enter the world of technology. In the modern world of Artificial Intelligence, Neural Network and Robotics, communication with computers will be essential. Coding helps to enhance child’s logical thinking, creativity, analytical thinking and can help them to make their future secure.
This initiative led to the rise of coding apps for children of age 10 years and above. Many applications are available on various platforms that aim at teaching coding in an innovative and easy way. Some of the applications are:

1. **SCRATCH**
   
   It is the most popular coding application for teenagers and is used in many schools around the word. It is available on both Android as well as iOS. It uses visual implementations for better understanding and logic building. The website also contains various learning materials and guides.

2. **KODABLE**
   
   This application has a game like approach where user has a character for to go from basic to advanced level of coding. It is available for free on both iPhone and iPad but not for Android. It focuses on various programming languages like HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Python, and Java and many more.

3. **TYKNER**
   
   It is also a free coding application available on both web and iOS device. It has an online classroom like environment. It has option of teaching python for high school students. This application has various games and puzzles according to the concept. It also focuses on teaching Python and JavaScript. Tynker has its own community where people can have a look at other member’s work.

4. **WhiteHat Jr**
   
   It offers courses for children of age 6 years to 14 years. It is available for both Android and iOS devices. This application has researched curriculum and has one on one live coaching classes by experts. The curriculum includes developing games, applications, creating animations and much more.

**Conclusion**

Coding is the one of the way to develop the mind of the young ones. It can be taken as a hobby. The real use of coding comes into picture when one goes for solving higher practical problems. If one has a great practice of coding in a specific language then these problems go on becoming easier for them to solve. In today’s world if any child has interest in coding then he can go for learning Object Oriented Programming. Object Oriented Programming are easy to learn and more over due to their better visual representation they will make children fall in love with them. Learning these coding languages will not only develop their mind and creativity but will also improve their problem solving skills which are much needed to cope up with real life problems.

Looking at these advantages, Government has decided to launch coding as a part of the academics from 6th standard. According to many parents and teachers, this decision is in the benefit of students. Today almost every field requires the knowledge of coding whether you be an engineer or an entrepreneur.

Whatever we see around exists due to coding. Coding is the need of the future generation which ensures the generation of high employment rates. It is better if one starts coding as early as possible.
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